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Let Q(x)=Q(x 1, X 2 ..... Xn) be a quadratic form over Z and p be an odd prime. 
Let I]xll = max[xil. We show that for n/> 4, there exists a nonzero solution of the 
congruence Q(x)=-0 mod p with IIx[I < pl/2, which is best possible. A similar esult 
is proven for boxes not centered at the origin. ~ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let Q(x) = Q(Xl, x2 ..... x,)  be a quadratic form with integer coefficients 
and p be an odd prime. Let I/xll = maxlxil. When n is even we let zip(Q)= 
( ( -1 ) " /2detQ/p)  if p~detQ and J p (Q)=O if p ldetQ,  where ( . /p) 
denotes the Legendre symbol. Heath-Brown has shown that for n >~ 4 the 
congruence 
Q(x)=-0 modp (1) 
has a nonzero solution x with IIxN ,~ pl/2 logp. His result was an improve- 
ment on a result of Schinzel, Schlickewei, and Schmidt [-6, Theorem I ] 
which dealt with a general modulus m. Wang Yuan [71 has generalized 
Heath-Brown's work to all finite fields. By considering a form such as 
x~ + x22 + x~ + x 2 it is clear that the best result one can hope for is a non- 
zero solution of (1) with I[xll <p1/2. We obtain this best possible result 
here. 
THEOREM 1. For any quadratic form Q(x) with n >~ 4 and any prime p, 
there exists a nonzero solution x o f  (1) with IIxll < max{219p 1/2, 222106}. 
When n = 3, Heath-Brown has already observed that the best result one 
can hope for is a nonzero solution of (1) with IfxlP "~ p2/3 and that this was 
obtained in [6, Theorem 1]. The constants 219 and 222106 in Theorem 1 
are by no means the best possible values obtainable by the methods 
given here. We have not attempted to obtain the optimal values. In many 
special cases it is known that there exist nonzero solutions of ( I)  with 
IIx[I < pal2, for instance, when zip(Q)---0 or 1 [2, Theorem 2, Lemma 3; 5, 
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Theorem 2], when Q is of the form Ql(Xl, x2) + Q2(x3, x4) 1-3, Theorem 2] 
and when Q is any quadratic form with n >4 log2p+ 3 [3, Theorem 3]. 
Thus we are lead to ask whether one can always obtain a nonzero solution 
of (1) with Ilxll < pl/2. The following example indicates that one can do no 
better than this, at least for forms of rank 2. Let p be any odd prime and 
O = (xl + Iv/p] x2) 2-:t(x3 + Ix/P] X4)2' where ~ is a quadratic non- 
residue modp. Then any nonzero solution x of (1), must have IIxll ~> Iv/p]. 
If dp(Q)=-1  then we can prove a much more general result than 
Theorem 1. Let ~ be any box of points in 77" of the type 
~={x67/" [a i<~xi<a i+mi ,  l<~i<~n}, (2) 
where ai, mi E 2~, and 0 < mi < p for 1 ~< i ~< n. Thus the number of points in 
:~ is given by I:~1 = I]7= l mi. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that n~4 is even, p/>24n+6102"-2 and that 
Ap(Q) = - 1. I f  
mi>/25n+710" for l<~i<~n, and I:~L>23"~+4"+210"p "/2, (3) 
then :~ contains a nonzero solution of (1). 
Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2 upon setting n = 4 and 
letting :~ be a cube centered about the origin. (Theorem 1 is already known 
to be true if dp(Q)=O or 1). Theorem 2 cannot be extended to arbitrary 
boxes satisfying an inequality of the type I~1 ~c(n)P n/2. For example, if 
Q(x)=x~x2+x2+x 2 and ( -1 /p )=- l ,  then the box {x~7/41xl=0, 
0 <~ x2 < p, 1 ~< x3, x4 < p } has on the order of p3 elements but contains no 
solution of (1). 
We thank Wolfgang Schmidt for suggesting the idea behind the state- 
ment of Lemma 1 which, together with the work of Heath-Brown, inspired 
the results of this paper. The work here is an extension of the methods used 
in I-3, 4] to prove related results. 
BASIC IDENTITIES AND LEMMAS 
Let ep(X)= e 2nix/p for x e 7/p. We shall abbreviate complete xponential 
sums Y.x~ G by ~x- Let A =dp(Q) be as defined above and let V= Vp(Q) 
denote the set of zeros of Q in Zp. For y ~ 7/p set 
~x~vep(X .y )  for y#0 
~b(V ,y )=~lg l _p , _ l  for y=0.  
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By the work of Carlitz [1 ] it is known that when n is even, 
=~LJ (p f  l )p  "/~- ~ if Q*(y)=0 
~b(V,y) ~_L/p,2_ , if Q*(y)#0, (4) 
where Q* is the quadratic form associated with the inverse of the matrix 
for Q modp. 
Let cr be a function with Fourier expansion ~(x)= 
Y'y a(y) ep(x. y). Then 
a(x)=a(0) [VI + ~ a(y)~b(V,y) 
x~=V y~:O 
=p- l~ ~(x)+~ a(y)~b(V, y). 
x y 
Inserting (4) and simplifying we obtain the fundamental identity 
~ "/2 I"k-LJP n/2 Z a(y). 
xe  V x Q*(y}  = 0 
(5) 
View the box ~r in (2) as a subset of 7/~ and let Z~ be its characteristic 
function with Fourier expansion Z~(x)=Zy as(y)ep(x .y). Then for any 
n ye 7/p, 
n ( ( ~) )s in(nmiy,/p) 
a~(y)=p-"i=~=l ep - a i+~-  Yi sin(rcyi/p), (6) 
where the term in the product is taken to be m i if Yi = 0. 
A region of points S in R" is said to be star-shaped about the origin if 
for any point P in S the line segment joining P and the origin is contained 
in S. 
LEMMA 1. Let S be a closed star-shaped region about the origin in ~" 
with Ilxll < p/2 for all x e S. For 0 < 7 < 1 let 7S = {Txlx e S}. Let V ~ Z n be 
the set of zeros mod p of any form in n variable over 7/. Then 
7 17an VI ~1+ ISn VI. (7) 
1-  7 
Proof We call an n-tuple of integers primitive if the greatest common 
divisor of its components i one. For any primitive point z in S let f(z)  = 
sup{h e ~ I hz e S}. Now, for any nonzero point x in S n V, x = 2z for some 
positive integer 2 and primitive point z in S n V, and for any primitive 
point z in Sn  V there are [ f (z) ]  positive integers 2 such that 2ze Sn  V. 
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A similar observation can be made for the star-shaped region 7S. Thus, 
letting z run through the set of all primitive points, we have 
lyS~VI=I+ ~ [-?f(z)] 
z~ySn V 
~<I+7 E I f ( z ) ]+7 2 1 
zeySc~ V z~yS~ V 
~<(1 -~)+~ ISc~ vI +~ I~s~ vI, 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that n>~4 is even, Zip(Q)= -1 and V= Vp(Q). Let 
be a box of points of the type 
~={y~7/~l  ly~l<~Bi, l<<.i<~n} (8) 
for some nonnegative integers B~ <p/2, 1 <~ i <~ n. Let t be a given positive 
integer. I f  B~ < 2 n-  3 -  tp, fo r  1 <~ i <~ n, or I:~1 >2 .=- 2.-,~p~ then 
I~n V[ ~<2 '~2+~3+')'~+t IM---~[+lp ~/2 1. (9) 
P Z" 
Note. Inequality (9) fails to hold for arbitrary boxes. For example, let 
Q=XlX2+X~+X] and B~=[p/2], B2=B3=B4=O. Then I~nV l=p 
but the right-hand side of (9) is less than c(t)+ (1/2')p, for some constant 
c(t). 
Proof. Since ~ is centered about the origin the Fourier coefficients 
a~(y) of Z~ are all real and the coefficients a(y) of ~ = Z~ * Z~, the con- 
volution of Z~ with itself, are all positive. Thus by (5) 
~] O~(X)~l"~12+p n/2-1 I~ l .  
x~V P 
On the other hand, 
xe  V x~ Vr~,~ 
2-"l~l =2-"I,~L [~n vI. 
Thus 
I~c~ VI <<2n~lpr+p,/2_l)./:~h (10) 
Set7=2 ~"+2+'.Supposethatl~l >7np"/2sothatp"/2-1 <2 "2+~2+n" I~l/p. 
Then (9) follows immediately from (10). 
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Suppose now that I~l <.?,,p,,/2 and that Br189 for 1 <~i<~n. Let 
Then for any x ~ 7 1~ we have HxJ[ <p/2, and by (10) 
{3,_1~c~ VI ~<2n (? "[Mlp +p,/2_l)<<2n+lp,,/2_ , 
Applying Lemma 1 to the star-shaped region 7-~M, viewed as a solid box 
in ~", we obtain 
I~c~Vl<~l+ y 2,+lp,/2_l<<2_,p,/2_l, 
1 -y  
which completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that n>.4 is even and that Ap(Q)=--I. Let 
S = ~ be a box of the type (2), and T be any translate of S. Suppose that 
mi>~25"+610 n for 1 <<.i<~n (11) 
and 
23n2+3n+210np n/2 ~ IS[ < 23"2+ 3~+ 310~p ~/2. (12) 
Then the set S + T = {s + t [ s ~ S, t 6 T} contains a nonzero solution of (1). 
Proof Let Xs, ZT denote the characteristic functions of S, T, respec- 
tively, and ~ = Zs * Zr be the convolution of Zs and Zv. Let as(y), at(y), 
and a(y) be the Fourier coefficients of Zs, Xr, and ~, respectively. Then 
a(y) =p"as(y)at(y) and so by (6), 
la(y)] =p ~ f i  
sin2(ztmi yi/p) 
i= l sin2(nyi/P) 
Identifying Yp with the set of integer representatives from - [p /2 ]  to 
n [p/2] we have that for any y e Zp, 
la(y)l~<P-" f i  min m~, . (13) 
i~ l  
Suppose that S satisfies (i1) and (12). Let j  be any integer with 1 <~j<~n, 
n be any injection of {1, 2 ..... j} into {1, 2, ..., n} and kl, k2 ..... kj be non- 
negative integers. Let 
{ -P- otherwise}. (14) ~'= y~Zpl [Yn(i)l ~ <2k~ p , 1 <~i<~j, lYtl <~2 t mn(i) 
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By (11) we have p/2mt<2-3~-3p for each 1. If 2k'(p/m~(i))<2-3n-3p 
for 1 ~i<<.j then Lemma 2 applies to ~ '  with t=2n. Otherwise 
2 k' >- 2 - 3. - 3 m ,-" ~(o for some i with l<~i<~j. But then, by (11) and (12), it 
follows that 
,, ' ,>~IL[ 2k'PI~I P--P-->. p~ , 
,=1  mrt(i----~) 2m, ~2" ,=,lq 2 
>~ 2 - 3,,2 ._ 2npn/2 ,  
and so Lemma 2 again applies to ~ '  with t=2n. Let V*= Vp(Q*). Then 
for any box ~'  of the type (14) we have 
I~ 'nV* l~<c l  1~'[+c2p,/2 l, (15) 
P 
where Cl = 23n2+ 3n+ 1 and C 2 = 2 -2n. 
We shall abbreviate sums of the type 52y,o.(y)= 0 by S* .  Let rt run 
through the set of injections of {1,2 ..... j} into {1,2 ..... n} satisfying 
rt(h) < x(i) for h < i. Thus for any choice of j  values from { 1, 2 ..... n} there 
is exactly one such mapping rt taking on these values. Then 
y ta(y}l = 52 Y, 2 La(y)l 
y,Q*(y)=O j=O rt lyr~(i)l >~p/2rnn(i),l <~i<~j 
I Ytl < p/2ml,  otherwise 
.j=O rt k l=O ky=O 2ki(p/2mTt(i j}<~ly,tu}l<2ki+l(p/2mn(i)), l<~i<~j 
I Yll < p/2ml,  otherwise 
where, when j=0,  the sum is over those y with [Y~I <p/2mt for 1 <~l<~n. 
Using (13) and (15) in turn we obtain 
L * ( l  2 [a(Y)l ~<P -~ E ~ ' . "E  2 rn;(~ FI , ,
y ,Q*(y )=O j=O ~ kl kj y i=1 22k' ~1 "m~ 
(above conditions) 
n J 1 
/=o  t,j ~= 
( (__(-112k'+2 P I~It 2p~l+ ) X C t __  _ c2pn/2 -1  
i rn~(i)  mt , I  P 
2 2 EYe-  
j=O ~z kl 
{ p, 1 -1 r ) .Z  ~Cl 1_ .~2n+J  ILI 1 n/2 1  +c2p . .  
kj i=1  i= l  
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~< cl 2" 2 ~j + c2 p,,,e + i ~, 
P ,~o J i:o J 
(7 T' =e,  lO" I~lp +c:  \~/  p~;,. 
Then, by the fundamental identity (5) we have 
x~V P P 
Inserting the values for c~ and c 2 we deduce that 
~(x)> 1 1~'1---_~2  3n2+ 3,, + 110np~/=- 1 i~[, 
~ V,x~O 2 p 
and so Z~v.~, ,o  ~(x) is positive for fMl~>23"2+3"+z10"p "/2. Thus 
(S+ T)c~ V contains nonzero points, indeed, on the order of IS[/p such 
points. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let M be a box of points of the type (2) satisfying 
(3). Let 
S={xe~_~lO<<.x~<[m~--~ll, 1 ~<i~<n}, 
and T= S+a,  with a = (al, a2, ..., an). Then ISI ~> 2-n I~'l > 23n2+3n+210"p n/2, 
and each side of S has length exceeding 25"+610 n. By scaling down the 
sides of S if need be we may assume that S satisfies (11) and (12). To be 
precise we observe that S contains a cube C of cardinality (25~+610n) n. 
Now by our assumption that p ~> 24n+6102n-2  it follows that 
(25n + 610") n ~< 2 3n2+ 3n+31Onpn/2" 
Thus, there exists a subset of S containing C and satisfying (11) and (12). 
But then S + T is a subset of M and by the Proposition, S + T contains a 
nonzero solution of (1). 
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